CHAPTER -IV
SOME ETHICAL ISSUES IN DHAMMAPADA
ON GOOD, EVIL AND SIN
In the Dhammapada it has been discussed at length on the
concepts of good, evil, sin, cravings, lust, hurt, illness, anger, enmity,
mental impurities, self, self-conquest, wisdom, justice good company,
thoughtfulness, mindfulness, vigilance, earnestness, boldness, sorrow,
happiness, charity, kindness, hypocrisy and the right way in the whole
treatise.

Among these the adoption of good qualities and rejection of

bad things are treated as the Buddhist way of life.

Peace and happiness are desirable (ista) in one's life. But how
and where do we find peace and happiness? Are we not drifting in our
lives in one-way or another? We laugh and cry but we do-not know
what we are heading towards. Very often, we indulge in day-dreams
and purposelessness and we feel that the forces of nature over which
we have no control are driving us along. We are helpless against them.
In the process of drifting of our lives, we do not remain objectiveoriented. The quality of life becomes hum-drum or common-place
without meaning or purpose.

In order to make life meaningful and significant, we shall have to
improve the quality of life and make it

objective-oriented. In this

process, we shall have first to know ourselves.

We are thinking begins. In the exercise for self-knowledge in this
world, we shall have to know whence and why have we come and
where do we go in the end. Our surroundings are murky and
cacophonous. We find many things topsy turvy and undesirable.
Relationships among human beings are unsatisfactory. Disharmony
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and discord are normally the rule rather than an exception. Society in
general

in

almost

all

countries

is

in

a

state

of

turmoil

and

disequilibrium. The result is lack of peace and happiness. Even where
peace, harmony and happiness are there, there is constant fear of
losing them.

In economic, political,

social,

intellectual and even

religious. And public life tensions are becoming almost universal.

In developed countries we are not at peace in the economic
sphere as there are problems of our or less production, price-rise or
price-fall, inflation or deflation. In developing countries, some people
are affluent and advanced but a large number of people are in poverty.
In the under-developing countries (if we take one as such without
indulging in euphemism) there is exploitation, colonial or otherwise,
and dire mass poverty. Politically, the world is divided into two
mutually antagonistic blocs and the so-called non-aligned or neutral
countries. Socially, very often, we find one group of people is against
an-other, being divided as religious, racial and linguistic communities
or on caste basic. Families are divided against each other and even
there are inter-family divisions-relationship between husband and wife,
parents and children, brother and brother, sister and sister and other
are not as good these day as they should have normally been, being
attached by ties of affection, love and mutual respect .

Intellectual attainments, though they are good in themselves,
often lead to acrimonious, debates and disputes and eventually one
gets bewildered as to which path will lead us to the " summon bonum"
of peace and happiness.

In public life, in most of the countries of the world, morality has
been given a go -bye by the politicians. Thus, unsatisfactoriness of our
living is apparent and the quality of life seems to be going down
everywhere. Human mind is not at peace or rest in this milieu and
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even the peace and happiness that we get are transient. Life itself is
transient and uncertain. How can we get lasting peace and happiness?
How world we improve the quality of life and make it purposeful? What
is the role of religion like Buddhism

in this regard? How dose the

practice of religion in our everyday life help us in this matter? Religion
to help us must also be made a daily practice by all people, old and
young, intelligentsia or the ordinary common folk.

Of the 26Vaggas or the Dhammapada,

seven chapters viz.

2,9,15,16,17,18,24 refer to the qualities of heedfulness ( Appamada)
evit ( Papa), happiness (sukha), affection (Piya), anger (Krodha),
impurities or taints ( Mala) and craving (Tanha) and talk of means
achieving

happiness and the need for avoiding

unheedfulness (

Pamada), evil (Papa), anger ( Krodha), impurities (Mala) and craving (
Tanha) to develop affection (Piya) as a universal prescription for

mankind irrespective of one being young or old, a householder or a
monk.

In Verse I of Jaravagga, it is stated:
"What is laughter (haso) what is joy (anando) when the world is ever
burning (pajjalite)? Sounded by darkness ( andhakara) world you not
seek a light (Padipam)?

Verse 7 Says:
"Should be grow with little learning?
Should we have only growth of muscles and not wisdom?

Verses 9 and 10 emphasize the need for leading a holy life
(Brahmacharya) and say that those who have not led the holy life, or

have not obtained spiritual wealth (Dhanam), pine away like old
herons on a pound without fish or lie like worn-out bows, sighing after
the past.
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Among the house-holders, there are, the wise (Pandita) the just
or the righteous and fools (Bala) and amongst the monks there are
"Bhikkhus", the "Brahmins" and the "Samanas" and for all of them, the

path of the Enlightened One is indicated in the Buddha Vagga (
Chapter 14). Householders may belong to different professions-may be
students, lecturers, labourers, business executives, public servants and
even ministers - they may belong to any age group - young middleaged and old -- but all these will not preclude them from following the
path of truth, purity, lustlessness angerlessness, impuritylessness,
hatredlessness heedlessness and evil-lessness and practice the positive
virtues of love, compassion, affection and altruism. Adherence to truth
makes a person, a student, an executive, a government minister
conscious of his duty. If these virtues are practiced all round, there
would be less confrontation and conflict and more cordiality and
concord. Sympathy and understanding will develop.

Exploitation of man by man will cease. There will be less of
student strike by labour and lock up of factories by managementeveryone will give his best and also will get his best in return. Thus,
many of the social, economic, political problems can get resolved.
When the Dhammapada

talks of non-attachment, it does not talk of

abdication of one's duty. On the other hand, there is emphasis on
doing one's duty in a more positive manner. The Dhammapada tells us
to be actively detached or detachedly active. In life. many a time, one
finds a difficult person to deal with. There are fools and evil- minded
persons.

V.3 of Panditavagga says:
"Associate not with evil friends or with mean men.
Do associate with good friends and noble men."
However, we cannot always avoid encountering such men.
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The Dhammapada, therefore, also advised us to deal with them
with a pure and developed mind, which will also understand his mind.
If there is anger in his mind, he has to be met with non-anger. If he
has hatred, he has to be met with non-hatred. If anger is met with
anger and hatred with hatred, there is no end to them. Verse 5 of
Yamakavagga says, "Hatreds never cease by hatreds in this world. By
love alone they cease"." One should not be vindictive in body, mind
and

speech".

Verse

5 of Dandavagga says", "Painful

indeed

is

vindictive speech". In verse 7 of Arahantavagga, calmness in mind,
calmness in speech and calmness in deed is emphasized. In verse 9 of
Panditavagga, it is stated. "By unjust means (a wise man) should not
desire success". In verse 7 of Buddhavagga, the advice of the Buddha
is said to be not to insult and not to harm others. Many a time, we
think and talk in terms of victory and defeat. Verse 5 of Sukhavagga
says:

"Victory breeds hatred: the defeated live in pain".

Happily the peaceful live, giving, up victory and defeat. Victory
does not ensure peace. The history of the First Great War and the last
World War II has shown how victory in war led to another war and how
the last World War II also did not bring about understanding at least
between to Great Powers of the world. However a pertinent question
may be asked how one should face a particular situation of wrong
doing and evil - how should one avoid them in a particular situation?
The answer is: what is expressed generally in Dhammapada is equally
valid in a particular situation between nations and individuals. The

Dhammapada's approach is equally applicable in situations, general or
particular, collective or individual.

Coming back to tensions and conflicts, these generally cause lack
of peace and happiness. On analysis we find that tensions and conflicts
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arise out of desire, craving and attachment. We can shed desire,
craving and attachment it we understand the true nature of things and
life. After having understanding, we realize that tensions and conflicts
can be reduced or done away only when we control our body and
mind. Control body may be achieved by controlling the senses of sight,
touch, smell, hearing and. taste and organs like hand and feet.
Regulation of senses and of the use of organs helps in getting a
'healthy' body and 'healthy' mind. For regulation of mind, what is
necessary is to have right thought and observance of an ethical code of
conduct. Just as the mind can be made pure by the cleansing process
of good and right thought, the body has also to be kept clean and
sustained with wholesome and nutritive thought. Nutrition is necessary
both for mind and body. The "Dhammapada" gives us as insight into
the mysteries and true nature of life and existence and indicates how
we get bogged down in the morass of attachment, craving and desire.

Talking about attachment is Balavagga verse 3, it is said: --"Sons have I, wealth have I",
Thus is the fool worried.
Verily, he himself is not his own,
Whence sons? Whence wealth?

(Puttam'atthi dhanam' atthi'
iti balo vihannati,
atta hi atttano natthi
kuto putta kuto dhanam?)

In Maggavagga, verse 15 says :

The doting man with mind set on
children and cattle.
Death seizes and carries away,
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like a great flood, the
sleeping village.

Tam puttapasusammattam
byasattamanasam naram
suttam gamam mahogho, va
maccu adaya gacchati.

Verse 16 of Maggavagga continues :

There are no sons for protection,
neither father nor even kinsmen;
for him who is overcome by death
no protection is there from kinsmen.

Na santi putta tanaya
na pita na'pi bandhava,
antakena' dhipannassa
natthi natisu tanata

Verse 12 of Tanhavagga says :

"It is not a strong bond, say the wise,

That is made of iron, wood, or hemp.
Far greater an attachment is that
longing for jewels and ornaments,
children and wives.

No tam dalham bandhanam abu dhira
yadayasam darujam babbajam ca,
sarattaratta manikundalesu,
puttesu daresu ca ya apekkha.
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In verse 13 of Pakinnakavagga, it is said:

Difficult is renunciation, difficult is
to delight therein. Difficult and painful
is household life. Painful is association with
unequals. Pain befalls a wanderer in Sansara.
Therefore, do not be a wanderer, do not
be a pursuer of pain.

Duppabajjam durabhiramam
duravasa ghara dukha,
dukkho samanam-samavasa,
dukkhanupatitaddhagu;
tasma na c' addhagu siya,
na ca dukkhanupatita siya.

Talking about attachment to senses, verse 4 of Pupphavagga
says:

The man who gathers flowers ( of sensual
pleasure ), Whose Mind is distracted, death
carries him off a great flood. The sleeping
village.
Pupphani h'eva paciantan
byasattmanasam naram
suttam gamam mahogho va
maccu adaya gacchati.

About the transience of body, verses 2-3 of the Jaravagga
say:
Behold the beautiful body, a heaped up
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(lump), a pile-up, infirm, much thought of,
in which nothing lasts, nothing persists.

Passa cittakatam bimbam
arukayam samussitam
aturam bahusankappam,
yassa natthi dhuvam thiti.
Thoroughly worn out is this body, a nest
Of, disease, perish
This putrid mass breaks up,
Verily, life ends in death."
Parijinnam idam rupam
roganiddham pabhanguram
bhijjati putisandeho
maranantam hi jivitam.

In verse 4 of Buddhavagga, it is mentioned:

Hard is birth as man,
Hard is the life of mortals."

Kiccho manussapatilabho,
kiccham maccana jivitam

In verse 8, it is mentioned:
Of little sweetness, but painful are sensual
Pleasures.
appassada dukha kama
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After attachment comes transience of things and life and
The need for leading a pure and good life.

In verse 5 of Maggavagga, it is stated:
" Transient are all conditioned things"When this with wisdom one discerns,
Disgusted then is one with iii,This is the path to Purity.

Sabbe sankhara anicca'ti
yada pannaya passati,
atha nibbindati dukkhe:
esa muggosvisuddhiya.

In verse 6, it continues:
"Sorrowful are all conditioned things"_
When this with wisdom one discerns,
Disgusted then is one with iii,This is the Path to Purity.

Sabbe sankhara dukkha' ti
Yada pannaya passati
Atha nibbindati dukkhe:
esa maggo visuddhiya.

Verses 7 continues:
Soulless is everything that is When this with wisdom one discerns,
Disgusted then is one with iii,This is the path to Purity.
Sabbe Dhamma anatta' ti
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yada pannaya passati
atha nibbindati dukkhe:
esa maggo visuddhiya.

When one understands futility of attachment and transitoriness
of things and life, the need for taking recourse to religion arises.
Refuge i.e. faith and reverence to the Buddha and his Teaching and
also that of his monkhood i.e. religious life can only bring peace and
happiness. Verses 12-13-14 of Buddhavagga say:
He who seeks refuge in the Buddha,the
Dhamma and the Sangha, he who sees
With right knowledge the Four Noble
Truths-Sorrow, the Cause of Sorrow,
the Transcending of Sorrow, and the
Noble Eightfold Path which leads to the
Cessation of Sorrow;
This indeed is refuge secure; this indeed is
Refuge supreme. Seeking such refuge one is
Released from all sorrow.
Yo ca Buddham ca Dhammam ca
Sangham ca saranam gato,
cattari ariyasaccani
sammappannaya passati.

Dukkham dukkhasamuppadam
dukkaassa ca atikkamam
ariyan c' atthangikam maggam
dukkhupasamagaminam.

Etam kho saranam khemam
etam saranamuttamam
etam saranamagamma
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sabbadukkha pamuccati.

The Eightfold Path, as is well know, comprises: (!)Right
Views; (2) Right Thoughts; (3) Right Speech; (4) Right Action;
(5) Right Livelihood; (6) Right Effort; (7) Right Mindfulness;
and (8) Right Concentration. This Path prescribes a moral code
of conduct after taking into account the reality or true nature
of things and then an effort and investigation into Truth ( viriya
and Dhamma-vicaya) by making the mind one-pointed through
concentration ( sati and samadhi). The mind has to be brought
into a stage of joy (Piti), tranquility ( Passaddhi) and equanimity

(Upekkha). There are ten impediments or fetters to awareness
Of Truth: self-illusion, doubt, indulgence in wrongful rites and
ceremonies, sense-desires, hatred, attachment to realms of
Form, attachment to Formless Realms, conceit, restlessness
and ignorance. Then there are ten kinds of evil ( Akusala):
(1) Killing; (2) Stealing; (3) Unchastity; (4) Lying;
(5) Slandering; (6) Harsh Speech; (7) Vain talk; (8) Covetousness;
(9)

Ill-will;

and

( 10)

False

beliefs.

As

Against these,

the ten

meritorious
Deeds (Kusalas) are: (1) Generosity; (2) Morality; (3) Meditation; (4)
Reverence; (5) Service;
(6) Transference of merit; (7) Rejoicing in other's merit, (8) Hearing
the

Dhamma; (9) Teaching the Dhamma; and (10) Straightening one's
Right
Views. Along with the akusalas there are four 'Ganthas' or Ties;
(1) Covetousness (Abhijjha), (2) Ill-will (vya-pada); (3) Indulgence in
wrongful
rites and ceremonies ( silabbataparamasa) and (4) Adherence to one's
dogma
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(Idamsaccabhinivesa). There are also four corruptions:
(!)Sensual pleasure (Kama), (2) Becoming ( Bhava), (3) False views
(Ditthi}
And (4) Ignorance ( A-vijja).

Mere enquiring into and knowledge of good and evil are of no use
unless one gives practical application of his knowledge in actual life.
Buddhism is a religion of applied morality and knowledge.
Verses 19-20 of Yamaka Vagga emphasise the need for practical action
after reading
the sacred texts of religion:
Though much he recites the Sacred Texts
but acts not accordingly, that heedless man
is like a cowherd who counts others' kine;
he has no share in the blessings of a recluse.

Though little he recites the Sacred Texts but
acts in accordance with the Teaching, and
forsaking lust, hatred and ignorance, truly
knowing, with mind totally freed, clinging to
naught here and hereafter, he shares the
blessing of a recluse."

Bahum pi ce sahitam bhasamano
na takkaro hoti naro pamatto
gopo'va gavo ganayam paresam
na bhagava samannassa hoti.

Appam pi ce sahitam bhasamano
dhammassa hoti anuddhammacari
raganca dosanca pahaya moham
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sammappajano suvimuttacitto
anupadiyana idha va huram va
sa bhagava idha va huram va
sa bhagava samannassa hoti.

The Dhammapada also emphasizes the need for an
Individual's effort to practice religion in verses 4,5nad 9 of

Atta Vagga. These Verses say:
Self is the refuge of self; for who else
Could refuge be?
By a fully controlled
Self one obtains a refuge which is hard to
gain.

By oneself alone is evil done; it is
self-born and self-caused.
Evil grinds the
unwise as a diamond, a hard gem.

By oneself alone is evil done, by
oneself is one defiled.
By oneself is evil
avoided, by oneself alone is one purified.
Purity and impurity depend on oneself.
No one can purify another.

Atta hi attano natho,
Ko hi natho paro siya?
attana'va sudantena
natham labhati daltabham.

Attana 'va katam papam
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attajam attasamabhavam,
abhimanthati dummedham
vajiram, vasmamayam manim.

Attana ' va katam papam
atta na san kit issati;
attana akatam papam
attana ' va visujjati;
Suddhi awddhi paccattam
nanno annam visodhaye.

Verse 21 of Bhikkbuvagga bsays:
Self indeed is the saviour of self. Self
indeed is one's refuge. Control,therefore,
Your own self as a merchant, a noble
Stead.

Atta hi attano natho,
atta hi attano gati.
tasma sannamayattanam
assanm bhadram va vanijo."

Verse 6 of Malavagga says:
As rust sprung from iron, eats itself away
When arisen,
Even so his own deeds lead
the transgressor to a state of woe.

Ayasa 'va malam samutthitam,
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tadutthaya tam eva khadati,
evam atidhonacarinam
sakakammani nayanti duggatim.

A pragmatic religion like Buddhism, when asks an

individual to

practice to it, it requires of him to know of the Five Aggregates (
Khandha) viz. matter, feeling, perception, volitional activities and
consciousness i.e. the functioning of body and mind. There is rise,
growth and decay of mind and body of each individual. This fact can be
constantly kept before us if we learn to meditate and discipline our
body and mind i. e. practice "Yoga". Thus also one learns to control
desire and craving. Emphasis on meditation is in 10 of Maggavagga:

Indeed from meditation dose wisdom
spring,
Without meditation wisdom wanes.
Yoga ve jayati bhuri,
Ayoga bhurisankhayo.

Verse 21 of Tanhavagga says:
He who has destroyed craving overcomes
All sorrows.
Tanhakkhayo sahbadiihkham jinati.

Emphasis is on

restraint and discipline in verse of (2 of

Bhikkhuvagga) " Good is restraint in body" Verse 3 refers to control of
hand, foot and speech.

It would appear from the foregoing that Buddhism is a scientific

and pragmatic religion based on reason and reality i.e. an insight into
the true nature of everything in life around us in the world. As regards
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nature of things, we know that things are changing. In our own lives
there is birth, growth and decay or death. In biological and plant life
these facts are self -evident. This is true of natural phenomena and
inanimate matters as well. The factor of decay makes everything
transient. It is also well-known to us that certain effects are produced
by certain causes. For any good thing done good results follow. If one
does evil, the consequent results are also likely to be bad. The origin of
different factors is dependent on existence of certain things. This is
called dependent origination - the factors are bound with things as if
by a chain. We are thus faced with the factor of chain-reaction in life one cause is behind one effect, the effect as a cause is at the root of
another effect and like that. When we thus understand the reality
scientifically, it is easier for us to make our lives objective-oriented.
The objective is to know the purpose and meaning of life. Buddhism as
a religion is objective-oriented. Its objective is to attain perfection or
enlightenment or 'Nirvana' after getting rid of the imperfections and
impediments to achieve this goal, but nevertheless striving opportunity
is given to us all though only few may reach the summit.

Verse 10 of Panditavagga of the Dhammapada says:

Few are there amongst men who go Beyond
The rest of mankind only run about
On the bank.

Appaka te manussesu ye jana paragamino,
athayam tiara paja tiramevanudhavati.

Perfection or enlightenment

can be achieved only through

spiritual and moral progress and the urge for it can arise only after
development of mind and of wisdom. Only when a person is wise that
he knows the need for self-control and the need to be peaceful just as
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a "clear and still deep lake". Understanding that attachment gives rise
to sorrow he gives up attachment for everything. He is neither elated
nor depressed by happiness or by pain. By developing right thought he
gives

up

sensual

craving.

Through

insight into

things

light or

enlightenment comes to him. He clears his mind of impurities and
develops attentiveness and concentration (Samadhi). Mind becomes
attentive and concentrated when the senses are controlled and it is
made one -pointed as a measure of regular practice. Mind is ennobled
by practicing loving kindness (Metta), compassion (Karuna), altruistic
joy

as

opposed

to jealousy

or envy

(Mudita)

and

equanimity

(Upekkha). Kindness, compassion, goodwill altruism, etc. should first

start in the family i.e. husband and wife, children and parents and then
between relations, between neighbors, between social groups, between
nations and

nations.

Mind is

made tranquil

meditation in one - pointedness,

and

restful

trough

samantha bhavana or intuitive

insight (vipassana bhavana). Thus when the mind is pure, free from
illusion, doubts, craving, conceit and rastlessness and is not affected
by attachment, auger, lust, violence, jealousy, hatred
then the

or other evils

"fetters" are broken and a person attains self -

realization or perfection.

But this requires constant vigil and practice in everyday life and
awareness of the possibility of diversions and dissipations of efforts is
every necessary. Diversion or distraction of mind will have to be
immediately checked and brought back to its pristine purity. What is,
therefore, important is to lead a pure and good life guarding against
evil, a good and pure life lived in wisdom and with a well regulated
mind in our everyday existence can only lead to a pilgrim's progress to
perfection .Nothing would be achieved by being good and pure by first
and starts. Goodness and purity should be consistent and constant .For
a layman or a hours-holder it is difficult to become a true "pilgrim" for
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perfection when there is attachment of the family, relatives and
friends.

By effort, earnestness, discipline and self, control let wise man
make for him an island which no flood can overwhelm. (verse 5 of
Appamadavagga of the Dhammapada).

Utthanen' appamadena
sannamena demean ca
dipam kayiratha medhavi
yam ogho nabhikirati

Regarding the battle against Mara, verses of the Cittavagga
says: "One should attack Mara with the weapon of wisdom". Verse 5 or
the same Vagga says that those who subdue the mind are freed from
the bonds of Mara. According to verses 3 and 4 "Only a controlled and
guarded mind is conducive to happiness."

The next question that arises is whether Buddhism is a utopian
religion and philosophy. Some people say that since Buddhism does
not talk of a personal God, it is not a religion. The Dhammapada time
and again emphasizes on action. Its pragmatic tenets of love and
compassion as against hatred and evil have eternal validity. It is not a
"boneless" religion. Like Gandhiji's idea of non-violence 1 , Buddhism is
not a non-violence of the weak. Emperor Ashoka did not become weak
by abjuring war and violent and by spreading the message of love and
compassion,

proper family

relationships

and

proper international

relationships.

Fear and Worry
Fear and worry are born of the imaginings of a mind that is
influenced by worldly conditions. They are rooted in craving and
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attachment. In fact, life is like motion picture in which everything is
constantly moving and changing. Nothing in this world is permanent or
still. Those who are youthful and strong have fear of dying young.
Those who are old and suffering worry about living too long. Being
locked in between these two situations people craze for merriment all
the year round.

Joyful expectations of the pleasant seem to pass off too quickly.
Fearful expectations of the un-pleasant create anxieties that do not
seem to go away. Such feelings are natural. Such ups and downs of life
play with an illusory self or ego like puppets on a string. But the mind
is supreme unto it self.

The training of the mind, otherwise known as mental culture, is
the

first

step towards taming

mental

unrest. The

Buddha

has

explained:

"From craving springs grief,
from craving spring fear,
For him who is wholly free from craving,
there is no grief, much less fair."

All attachments will end in sorrow.

Neither tears nor long

goodbyes can end the transitoriness of life . All compounded things are
impermanent.

Old and young suffer in this existence. No one is exempted.
Many teenagers have growing pains. Being neither frogs nor tadpoles,
teenagers

are

understandably

inexperienced

at

building

stable

relationships with members of the opposite sex. They try to show off
their beauty in trying to impress their opposite sex who is flattered to
see themselves as sex objects. Both try to behave not as they really
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are but as what they think is adult. They are afraid that if they behave
naturally they will be laughed at. Behaviour like this has the potential
for exploitation. There is fear of rejection as well as worry about
deflated egos. Unrequited love will often 'break' many teenage hearts
because they feel they have made 'fools of themselves'. Some are
even driven to commit suicide. But such traumas could be avoided if
like is seen as it really is. Young people must be taught the Buddhist
approach to life, so that they can grow into maturity the correct way.

"Wheresoever fear arises, it arises in the fool, not in the wise
man"- the Buddha says thus. Fear is nothing more than a state of
mind. One's state of mind is subject to control and direction; the
negative use of thought produces fear; the positive use realizes hopes
and ideals. The choice rests entirely with us .Every human being has
the ability to control his own mind. Nature has endowed man with
absolute control over one thing, and that is thought. Everything man
creates beings in the form of a thought. Here is the key to help one
understand the principle by which fear may be mastered.

A noted British anatomist was once asked by a student what was
the best cure for fear, and he answered, "Try to do something for
someone".

The student was considerably astonished by the reply, and
requested further enlightenment where- upon his instructor said, "You
can't have two opposing sets of thoughts in your mind at one and the
same time". One set of thought will always drive other out. If, for
instance, your mind is completely occupied with an unselfish desire to
help someone else, you can't be harbouring fear at the some time. It
reminds me the Nyaya definition of Mind which runs as follows-

'Yugapajjnananutpattirmanaso lingam', 2 i.e., the non-origination of a
simultaneous cognition is the mark of the existence of mind. The
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Nyaya-Vaisesika believes that the mind, being atomic in nature (anu-

parimana}, cannot have grasp over two cognitions simultaneously. It
can concentrate more than one object successively one by one, but not
simultaneously. From the fact of non-origination of such cognition is
the mark through which the existence of mind can be proved. For this
reason one who engages his mind to a particular action in the form of
social welfare etc, he does have any scope to do other works. That is
why; it has been accepted that the idle brain is devil's workshop. If we
allow our minds to remain idle without engaging them in some work, it
becomes

the

abode

of

the

deeds

of

undesirable

actions

(akusalakarma).The engagement of mind, on account of this, cannot
allow fear from other factors.

"Worry dries up the blood sooner than age." Fear and worry in
moderation are natural instincts of self-preservation. But constant
irrational fear and prolonged worry are relentless enemies to the
human body. They derange the normal bodily functions. An individual
becomes fearful from others if and only if he suffers from alienation.
The feeling of integrality among human beings and man and nature
makes a man secured resulting in removing fear from his heart. That is
why; the extension of our being with others can make us courageous
and fearless (abhih) 3 . Hence 'owning others' ('apna banana' as called
in Hindi) through compassion and other qualities is inevitable for social
harmony,

social

wellbeing

and

social

integration

after removing

narrowness, alienation and separatism.

Man's mind influences his body profoundly. The mind has just as
much potential to be a medication as it has to be a poison. When the
mind is vicious, it can kill a being but when it is steady and diligent it
can benefit others. When the mind is concentrated on right thoughts,
and supported by right effort and understanding, the effect it produces
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is immense. A mind with pure and wholesome thoughts leads to
healthy relaxed as well as relaxed living.

The Buddha says that no enemy can harm one so much as one's
own thoughts of craving, thoughts of hate, and thoughts of jealousy
and so on.

A man who does not know how to adjust his mind

according to circumstances is as if dead. We should turn our mind
inwards, and try to find pleasure within ourself.

It is only when the mind is controlled and properly directed that

it becomes useful to its owner and society. An unruly mind is a liability
both to its owner and to others. All the havoc wrought in this would is
the creation of men who have not learned the way of mind control,
balance and poise.

Calmness is not weakness. A calm attitude at all times shows a
man of culture. It is not too hard for one to be calm when things are
favourable, but to be composed when things are wrong is hard indeed.
This difficult quality is worth achieving, for by exercising such calm and
control, a man builds strength of character.

Modern man does not listen to the voice of nature because of his
preoccupation with material gain and pleasure. His mental activities
are so preoccupied with worldly pleasures that he neglects the needs
of his spiritual self. This unnatural behaviour of contemporary man
immediately results in a wrong world view of human life and its
ultimate purpose. It is the cause of all the frustration, anxiety, fear and
insecurity of our present times.

If man is cruel and wicked, lives against the Jaws of nature and
the

cosmos,

his

acts,

words

and

thoughts

pollute

the

whole

atmosphere. Nature abused will not provide what man requires for his
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living; instead, clashes, conflicts, epidemics and disasters will come in
force for him.

If man lives in accordance with this natural law, leads a

righteous life, purifies the atmosphere though the merits of his virtues
and radiates his compassionate love towards other living beings, he
can bring about human happiness. One who really likes peace should
not violate another man's freedom. It is wrong to disturb and deceive
others.

We may be a very busy person, but should spend at least a few
minutes a day in meditation or in reading some valuable books. This
habit will relieve us of our worries and will develop our mind. Religion
is for our benefit. Therefore, it is our duty to think about our religion.
We should pare some time to attend gatherings held in a religions
atmosphere. Even a short period spent in the company of spiritually
inclined people will produce good result.

The increase of all kinds of mental ailments and disturbances is
the most alarming of all diseases of the modern age. There are more
and more mentally sick patients all over the world; especially in
affluent countries.

In many cases the criminal element within our society is
mentioned in the same breath as mental illness. One positive and farreaching result stemming directly from the research work of Freud is
the recognition that criminals and delinquents are mentally sick people,
who need treatment rather than punishment. It is this liberal outlook
on the problem that is the basis of all "progressive" social reform to
replace punishment with rehabilitation.
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When we do not see how other people live, we may not learn the
different ways of living. Travel is the best form of education. Personal
encounters with people different from ourselves mark us feel more
sympathetic. Intolerance is often born of ignorance of another person's
needs and way of thinking.

The Buddha taught that all of man's unhappiness results from
selfish desire: more pleasure that money can buy, more power over
other men, and, most important of all, to live forever, even after
death! The desire for these things makes people selfish. They think
only of themselves, want things only for themselves, and do not care
about what happens to other people. When their wishes are not
fulfilled, they become restless and discontented. The only way to avoid
this restlessness is to get rid of the desire. This is very difficult; but
when a man achieves it, he appreciates it.

Trouble is a temporary phenomenon which passes away giving
pace to others.

As we grow up and go through life, we are often

surprised at how we lie awake at night brooding over something that
has upset us during the day, or how we nurse resentment against
someone

by letting the same thoughts

run

through

our minds

concerning how to have our own back. We may fall into a rage at the
spur of the moment over something, and latter wonder what it is was
we were so angry about, and be surprised to realize what a waste of
time and energy it had all been. We deliberately invite our unhappiness
which can easily be we could easily be stopped and started thinking
about something else more wholesome.

Whatever our troubles are, and however aggrieved we may feel,
time will heal our wounds. But surely there must be something we can
do to prevent ourselves from being hurt in the first place. Why should
we allow others troubles to drain away our energy and make us
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unhappy? The answer is that they do not. It is we who make ourselves
unhappy.

We may have some trouble in our work place but we should not
infect your home with a bad atmosphere. We should realize that there
is an end to those problems. The solutions could be found in achieving
freedom from our selfish desires by eradicating all forms of confusion
and ignorance. There is a proverb-'Time is the best healer', which is
very much significant in the present context. We should not be nervous
at the time of problem, but we should have courage to face the same.
Because we know that all these are temporal factors. A time may come
when all these problems become vanished. That is why; the word 'in
course of time' is used very often in our discourse. Considering this
factor in view the Naiyayikas have admitted time as an auxiliary cause
of every effect Uanyanam janakah kalah) 4 • It is also said in other
treatise that time can take away each and every object (harati nimesat

kalah sarvam). There is nothing which is called a problem

a-temporal

in character.

Whenever we fail to find a salutation to a problem, we are
inclined to find a scapegoat, to vent our frustration. We are not
prepared to admit our own shortcomings. It is easier to put the blame
on others. In fact, some even take pleasure in doing so. This is a
completely wrong attitude to adopt. We must not show resentment
towards others. We should do our utmost to resolve our own problems.
We must be prepared to face up to any difficulties that we encounter.

Jokes and remarks directed at us in bad taste should be
deflected with good humour. This is one way to avoid enmity with
anybody. Losing our cool while plying the game will get us strung up.
We will forfeit a possible win. That will even spoil the pleasure of those
watching the game.
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There is no way we can change everyone in this world to our way
of thinking. It is not even desirable. If everyone agrees with us, the
world will soon run of ideas.

There are many ways of correcting a person when he is wrong.
By criticizing, blaming and railing at him in public, we shall be
humiliating and not correcting him. Criticism is certain to make more
enemies. If we can show concern for a man's future good with kind
words, he will thank you for it someday.

We should not use harsh or unpleasant words whenever we
express our views on issues. It is also accepted in Hindu Law that the
usage of harsh

word

(vak-parusya) 5

is an

offence.

Diplomacy,

gentleness and politeness do not hurt anybody. In fact they will open
many doors.

When someone loses his temper he will blurt out too many
things better left unsaid. We should not reveal a former friend's
personal secret no matter how angry we are with him now. We will
only degrade our self in the process and others could never accept us
as a sincere friend thereafter.

Sweetness creates sickness, bitterness comes with the cure.
Praise is sweetness, an excess of which causes sickness; and criticism
is like a bitter pill which cures. We must have the courage to welcome
criticism and not be afraid of it.

"The ugliness we see in others
Is a reflection of our own nature?"
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A man's life, circumstances and world are a reflection of his own
thoughts and beliefs. All men are mirrors to themselves, sores, ills.

Many people believe that they can solve all their problems by
just having money. They, however, fail to realize that money itself has
its many related problems. Money cannot solve all problems.

All through their lives they are like race-track greyhounds
running after a rabbit decoy. When the chase ends, all excitement
disappears. This is very much like the nature of sensual happiness in
the wonderland of materialism. As soon as the desired object is
attained, the happiness ends and new desires arise. Getting the object
appears not quite as satisfying as the chase itself.

Or when we lose something, remember the following advice:-

"Say not that this is yours and that is mine"
Just say, this came to your and that to me,
So we may not regret the fading shine,
Of all the glorious things which ceased to be."

To seek wealth through gambling is like expecting a passing
cloud to shelter us from the sun. On the other hand, to aspire for
prosperity through diligent work is as secure as building a permanent
shelter against sun and rain.

It is to be noted that our property will remain when we die. Our

friends' relatives will follow us up to our grave. But only good or bad
actions we have done during our life-time (Karma) will follow us
beyond the grave.
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Fulfilling dreams of riches may sound magical, but fear and
worry always lie in wait for such magic to wear off. A rich lifestyle
brings its share of mental disturbance. With an abundance of ill-used
wealth, simple things in life like friendship, trust and confidence which
are taken for granted in humbler circumstances become impossible to
attain. When a lifestyle begins to create insecurity, it requires wisdom
to put oneself on the right track again. Riches have their trade-offs;
the happiness of owning them is diminished by as much fear and worry
about losing them.

For our personal happiness we should acquire wealth righteously.
Blessed are they who earn their living without harming others.
Happiness cannot be long-loved and meaningful if wealth leaves
sorrow and suffering in its wake. Wealth flouted arouses envy; but
wealth well-conducted earns respect.

Ultimately, it is bliss to know that happiness is a perfume we
cannot pour on other without getting a few drops on ourself. The world
may not be what we want it to be but we can tune our heart to find
happiness within it. It is only when we have suffered for doing well that
can rise above others in understanding and personal happiness.

If we want to find happiness, let us stop thinking about gratitude
or ingratitude and give for the inner joy of giving. Ingratitude is
natural-like weeds. Gratitude is like a rose. It has to be fed, watered
and cultivated and loved and protected.

Man must know how to use his youth, wealth and knowledge at
the proper time and place and in the proper way for his own benefit as
well as for others. If he misuses his privilege, it will only cause his
down-fall. Man must be strong enough to know when he is weak,
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brave enough to encounter fear, proud and unbending in honest
defeat, humble and gentle in victory.

Some people have blessings of sudden wealth through chance or
inheritance. But most of the people are not endowed with the wisdom
to protect, conserve or put it to good use. Anything that is not earned
through the sweat of one's brow tends to be squandered through
abuse.

Customs and traditions are important bonds for the learning and
sharing of human experience in any community. The dilemma we face
in an ever changing world is whether to live with or break with the
past. There will always be a 'generation gap' between the old and the
young because of differing perceptions of changing circumstances and
values. The old fear the young may lose their heritage and the young
worry that an ancient past may become a stumbling block in modern
living. Change must always be considered carefully.

Popular culture creates momentary idols and folk heroes who
portray images of conflicting lifestyles. Mass media helps to reinforce
this and young minds are prone to accept everything they stand for. It
is vital for the young to have the wisdom of the old to separate the
good from the bad. Time-tested and proven good old values do not
change. Values like thrift, honestly, liberality and hard work for
dignified living remain fresh in any community.

In an Asian setting marriage and funeral customs and traditions
are very important. The question is whether we should spend so much
money and time to carry out these customs and traditions in the
modern world. Are they really necessary? There is no better advice
than what the Buddha gave in the Kalama Sutta:
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"When you in yourselves 'These ideas are unprofitable, liable to
censure, condemned by the wise, being adopted and put into effect
they lead to harm suffering, then you should abandon them .... When
you know in yourselves 'These things are wholesome, blameless,
commended by the wise, being adopted and put into effect they lead
to welfare and happiness' then you should practice them and abide in
them."

Every man is a creature of this universe. So long as man is
concerned with humanizing society and there-ordering of the world for
the better, time will always bridge the gap between the young and the
old. Worry and fear over the direction of change will lose their grip.
The old only have remember how there own parents had object to
certain modern ways of living prevalent at the time when they were
young. Tolerance for difference on an issue is a virtue. An open
attitude can only be a happy one.

It is easy to see the faults of others; but one's own is difficult to

see. One winnows other's faults like chaff; but one's own one hides as
a crafty fowler covers himself. No one is free from blame and criticism.
The Buddha says that people blame others for their silence. They
blame those who talk much and those who talk in moderation. There is
therefore no one in this world who is not blamed. Further He says that
there never was, nor will be, nor is there now, any one who is wholly
blamed or wholly praised.

Not all those who criticize are our enemies. We can use the
opportunity of our remarks to find out the weaknesses in our self which
we cannot see.
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We should not give up good work just because of criticism. If we
can admit our own weakness, indeed we have the intellectual strength
to succeed.

The noble ones swerve not from the right path, let happen what
and crave no longer after worldly joys. The wise remain calm and
constant in mind, alike in joy and in sorrow.

We should not come to and hasty decision regarding any matter
when we are in a bad mood or under provocation. Any decision or
conclusion reached during such a period would be a matter we could
regret one day. We should allow our mind to calm down first and think.
Then, our judgment will be an unbiased one.

We

should

cultivate

tolerance,

for

tolerance

helps

us

to

sympathies with other people's troubles. We should avoid unnecessary
criticism and try to realize that even the finest human being is not
infallible. The weakness we find in our neighbour can be found in
ourself. It has been said that we should not throw stones at others
while staying in glass houses.

Humility is the wise man's measure for knowing the difference
between what is and what is yet to be. The Buddha himself started His
ministry by discarding all His princely pride in an act of selfhumiliation. He had time for the most humble of men. He never lost
His sense of humour.

To waste a man's existence in worrying about the future,
grieving over the past, or in idleness or needlessness, is to show his
unfitness for the noble place he holds as the best of earthly creatures.
He will thus create bad karma which will relegate him to a place
befitting his unworthiness. We should bear this in mind, and do goods
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while life lasts. By wasting our time, we injure not only ourself but also
others, for your time is as much others' as it is ours.

We should remain patient with all. Anger leads one along a blind
path. While it irritates and annoys others, it also hurts oneself. Anger
weakens the physical body and disturbs the mind. A harsh work, like
an arrow discharged from a bow, can never be retrieved even if you
would offer a thousand apologies.

Certain creatures cannot see in the day-time whilst some others
are blind at night but a man driven to great heights of hatred does not
observe anything, either by day or night.

With whom and with what do we fight when we are angry? We
fight with ourself, for we are the worst enemy of ourself. The mind is
our best friend but it can easily become our worst foe. Some varieties
of heart trouble, rheumatic disorders, and skin diseases are traceable
to chronic resentment, hatred and jealousy. Such destructive feelings
poison the heart. They foster the development of latent diseases by
reducing the body's natural defenses against disease microbes.

If we want to be rid of our enemies, we must first kill the
greatest enemy within us- our anger. If we are to be perturbed by
distractions from our enemies, it means we are fulfilling the wishes of
our enemies by unknowingly entering their trap.

We should not think that we can only learn from those who
praise us, help us, and associate with us very closely. We could learn
many things from our enemies. We should not think they are entirely
wrong just because they happen to be our enemies. They may also
possess certain good qualities.
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We cannot get rid of our enemies by returning evil for evil; that
will only be inviting more enemies. The best method to counter our
enemies is to radiate our compassionate love towards them. We may
think that this is impossible or something nonsensical. But this is the
proven way of every cultured man. When we come to know that there
is someone who is very angry with us, you should first try to find out
the main cause. If it is due to our mistake, we should admit it and not
hesitate to apologize to him. If it is due to certain misunderstandings
between us, we must enlighten him with a heart to heart talk.

If

it

is

due

to

jealousy,

we

should

try

radiating

our

compassionate love. We can influence him by our mental vibrations.
We may not be able to understand how it works but the experience of
many people has shown that it is the most powerful, intelligent and
easy method to win friends. It is highly recommended in Buddhism. Of
course, to do this, we must have confidence and patience in ourself. By
doing this, we will be able to make our enemy understand that he is in
the wrong. Beside, we are also benefited in various ways for not
accommodating enmity in our heart.

As long as there is one single fellow creature whom we can
console by our kind words, which we can enliven and cheer by our
presence, whom we can help with our worldly possessions, however
little that charity may be, you are a precious possession to the human
race. You should never be disheartened or depressed.

There may be times when those we love do not seem to care for
us, and we are apt to have a heavy heart. But there is no just cause
for dejection. What does anything matter so long as we know that we
are full of compassion for our fellow men? One should never depend on
others for one's happiness. He who expects to secure satisfaction in life
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from others is worse than the beggar who kneels and cries for his daily
bread.

Alcohol has been described as one of the prime cause of man's
physical and moral degradation. Currently, another more vicious from
of abuse that of harmful and dangerous drugs·, especially heroin, has
created a much more serious human and social problem. This problem
is now world-wide. The repercussions of drug abuse are more serious
and deadly than those of alcohol. Theft, robbery, sex-related crimes
and swindling of vast sums of money have occurred under the
pernicious influence of drug abuse.

Drug lords, not being content as death merchants have even
tried

to

control

weak

governments through

corruption,

bribery,

subversion and bombings. As a matter of public policy, governments
have to protect their citizens against drug abuse. Yet, drug lords in
their devilish schemes have threatened the very foundation of society
and human dignity. Spokesmen of conscience and their families
constantly run the risk of death because they dare to cross the lawless
path of drug lords.

Without international co-operation to stamp out this evil, the
vitality and the future of many nations will be bleak indeed. Worldwide,
countless millions of hard-earned dollars have been spent to rid the
addicts of their evil habits but the maddening craze persists. It is our
duty to help in whatever manner we can, to eradicate this dreadful
habit and to prevent our children from ever getting near it.

Life as a drug addict or an alcoholic is a life of torture and hell on
earth, leading one an early grave.

Drunkenness expels reason,
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Drowns memory,
Defaces the brain,
Diminishes strength,
Inflames the blood,
Causes external and internal incurable wounds.
Is a witch to the body,
A devil to the mind,
A thief to the purse,
The beggar's curse,
The wife's woe,
The children's sorrow,
The picture of a beast,
And self murder,
Who drinks to other's health,
And robs himself of his own.
As human beings, we should have self-control to distinguish
between what is good and evil. Keep away from drug abuse and
alcoholism and help other to do so. That will be the greatest service to
humanity.
If we want to live in this world peacefully and happily, allow

other also to live peacefully and happily, so that we can make this
would something which is worthy of life. Unless and until we adjust
ourself to live according to these noble principles, we cannot expect
happiness and peace in this world. We cannot expect this happiness
and peace from heaven simply by praying.

If we act according to moral principles by upholding human
dignity, we can create our own heaven right here in this world. We can
also create the hell-fire on this earth itself if we abuse valuable human
life. By not knowing how to live according to this universal cosmic law,
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we often stumble. If each man tries to lead a harmless and respectable
life, people can enjoy real heavenly bliss better than the kind that
some people to gain after death.

It is superfluous to create a heaven elsewhere to reward virtue,
or a hell to punish vice; virtue and evil have inevitable reactions in this
world itself regardless of religious faith. Compassion for all creatures is
the only way to create heaven. We can have this irresistible luminous
ideal for the good of society and country by breathing tolerance and
sympathy for other's progress and happiness. We have come this far
as a human race because illustrious individuals have shown us the
way. By helping others morally, you help yourself and by helping
yourself morally, you help others.

In a true marriage, man and woman more of the partnership
than they do of themselves. Marriage is a bicycle made for two. A
feeling of security and contentment comes from

mutual efforts.

Impatience and misunderstanding are responsible for most family
problems. A wife is not her husband's servant. She deserves respect as
an equal. Though a husband has the bread winner's duties, helping out
with household chores does not mean a husband's non-masculinity. At
the same time a nagging and grumpy wife is not going to make up for
shortages in the house. Neither will her suspicion of her husband help
to make a happy marriage. If her husband has shortcomings, only
tolerance and kind words will get him to see light. Right understanding
and moral conduct are the practical side wisdom.

Marriage is a blessing but many people turn their married lives
into a curse. Poverty is not the main cause of an unhappy married life
both husband and wife must learn to share the pleasure and pain of
everything in their daily lives. Mutual understanding is the secret of a
happy family life.
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The secret of happy successful living is to do what needs to be
done now, and not worry about the past or the future. We cannot
reshape the past nor can we anticipate everything in the future. There
is but one moment of time over which we have some conscious control
and that is the present.

Many people just worry about their future. They have to learn to
adjust themselves to the circumstances. Whatever castles they may
build in the air, whatever dreams they may have, they must always
remember that they are living in his world of constant friction and
change.

Pillars of Success
Failures are but the pillars of success. To learn by our failures is
to achieve success. Never to have failed is never to have won. Unless
we experience failure and its bitterness, we never appreciate the
sweetness of victory; it become merely a turn of event that is of little
or no interest. Failures are not only help us to succeed; they make us
energetic, enthusiastic, and rich in experience.
"We live and work and dream,
Each has his little scheme,
Sometimes we laugh;
Sometimes we cry,
And thus the days go by."

The Real Beauty
Physical ugliness is no handicap to a charming personality. If an
ugly person cultivates the virtue of compassionate love, that love will
show in so many winning ways - serenity, radiance, kindliness and
gentleness. That kind of attractiveness will easily compensate for any
shortcomings in appearance.
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By comparison, a handsome person with airs or conceit will look
so unappealing and repulsive. Inner charm is the real beauty. It has a
special quality and attractiveness.

For most people, death is an unwelcome event. With so many
cravings to be satisfied, the business of living in spite of enormous
suffering is never quite finished. People feel more comfortable with the
marriage of happiness than with the reality of death. If at all they have
to think about it, it only has a slot in the eleventh hour.

Attachment to worldly life creates a morbid fear of death. But the
truth is that all life is nothing but suffering. Death is natural and
inevitable. It is not half as frightening as the thought of dying itself.
The mind has an ability of its own to create and to stretch phantom
images of death. The reason is that a mind untrained to see life with all
its impermanence and unsatisfactoriness, is likely to cling to illusions
just as a drowning man will even cling to a straw.

It creates uneasiness even for those who fervently pray to an

imaginary supernatural being for forgiveness and a place in heaven
when life seems hopeless. Of course the fear death is a manifestation
of instinctive self -preservation. But there is a way to overcome that
fear. Do some selfless service for the welfare of other to gain hope and
confidence in the next life. Altruism purges all selfish attachments.

Purity of the mind, not attachment to worldly things, will ensure
a happy parting from this world. It is the constant contemplation on
death to understand the impermanence of life, and the wisdom to
correct

the wrong way of living, that take the fear out of death.

Strengthen the mind to face facts and realities of life. Avoid unrealistic
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and impracticable ambitions. Develop self-confidence. Then you will be
more relaxed in overcoming your difficulties in life.

We are all inclined to blame others for our own shortcomings and
misfortunes.

Have we ever given a thought that we could

be

responsible for your own problems? Our sorrow has nothing to do with
a family curse or the original sin of an ancestor. Neither is it the work
of a god or a devil. Our sorrow is of our own making. We are therefore
our own jailor and our own liberator. At the some time, we create our
own hell and our own heaven. We have the potentiality of becoming a
sinner or a saint. No other person can make us sinner or a saint.

We must learn to shoulder the responsibilities of our own life. We
have to learn to admit our own weaknesses without blaming or
disturbing others. We should remember the old saying:"The uncultured man always blames others; the semi-cultured man
blames himself and the fully-cultured man blames neither'.

Whenever any problem arises,

we should try to find

out

ourselves where the mistake lies without blaming anybody. If each
person could try to correct himself, there would not be any trouble or
conflict in this world. But people just do not make the effort to improve
their understanding by acting in an unbiased manner. They prefer to
find scapegoats. They look outside of themselves for the source of
their

troubles

because they

are

reluctant

to

admit

their

own

weaknesses.

Man's mind is given to so much self-deceit that he will try to find
some excuse to justify his action as to create an illusion that he is
blameless. The Buddha says:-
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'Easily seen are other's faults; hard indeed it is to see one's own
faults'. Dhammapada.

To hide their weaknesses with disclaimers for mistake, many
people adopt an aggressive attitude towards others thinking that by so
doing; they can avoid the shameful situation or the cause of the
complaint against then. They do not realize that such an attitude would
only create more problems for themselves besides giving rise to an
unhealthy atmosphere all around.

We must admit when we are wrong. We should not follow the
ways of the uncultured who always blame others. The Buddha further
says:-

'The fool who does not admit he is a fool, is a real fool. And the
fool who admits he is a fool is wise to that extent'.

We are responsible for the sorrow that comes to us. When we
allow even minor incidents to irk and overturn our mind, that in it will
give rise to our sorrow. We must understand that it is not the
something is wrong with the world, but that something is wrong with
all of us.

Our Responsibilities for Mutual Understanding
Remember that whatever happens, we cannot feel hurt if we
know how to maintain a balanced frame of mind. We are hurt only by
the mental attitude that we adopt towards ourself and towards others.
If we show a loving attitude towards others, we will likewise receive a

loving attitude. If we show hate, we will undoubtedly receive hate in
return. An angry man breathes out poison, and he hurts himself more
than he would hurt others.
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An angry man who shorts at others will be unable to see things
in proper perspective as if smoke got into his eyes. Anyone who is wise
not to be angered cannot be hurt. Always remember that no one can
hurt you unless you pave the way for others to do so. If we follow the

Dhamma (righteous way of life), that Dhamma will protect us.The
Buddha says:-

'Whoever harms a harmless person, one who is pure and
guiltless, upon that very fool the evil

recoils like fine thrown against

the wind'.

If we arouse the anger of others we are responsible for the

reaction it produces. By showing our aggressive attitude, we will only
fulfill the wishes of our enemies.

If our mind is guarded properly, external happenings cannot

affect us. We must not blame circumstances when things go wrong.
We must not think that we are unlucky, that we are the victim of fate,
or that somebody has cursed us or had done some 'charm' against us .
No matter what reason we give, we must not evade responsibility for
our own actions. We should try to work cheerfully even under the most
trying circumstances.

It is necessary to be courageous to face any change if change is

natural or necessary; so to be brave enough to accept what we cannot
avoid. It is essential to be wise enough to understand the uncertainty
worldly conditions which affect everybody. Therefore, we must develop
courage

to

face

disappointments

and

problems

without

feeling

frustrated. Difficulties abound in our life. We have to face them
bravely. If we know how to overcome them without creating further
problems, we are indeed wise.
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Those who try to do some service to others also face problems.
They even encounter more blame than those who do not serve other at
all. We should not be discouraged; instead, has the understanding to
realize that selfless service eventually brings happiness as its own
reward. In rendering our service to others, there must be knowledge
and understanding. Bertrand Russell, a British philosopher says,

'Love without knowledge and knowledge without love cannot produce a
good life'.

You must learn how to protect whatever inner peace and calm
you have created within your mind. To preserve the inner peace , you
must know when to reduce your superiority complex; We must also
know when to ignore our pride, when to subdue our false ego, when to
discard our adamancy and when to practice patience. You should not
allow others to take away your inner peace. You can preserve your
inner peace if you know how to act wisely.

Wisdom comes through understanding. 'Man is not a fallen angel,
but a rising animal'. We should be conscious about our full effort with
conviction to stand by our principles firmly and gently. At the same
time, we should be humble for the sake of peace and tolerance to
avoid clashes and violence. By doing so we will never lose anything.
Instead, we gain in the end.

How to face Criticism
We must learn how to guard our self against unjust criticism and
how to make sensible use of constructive criticism. We must always
look objectively at criticism. If the criticism leveled at us is unjust, illfounded, given with a bad intention, we should not cowardly surrender
our dignity. If we know that there is no conscious guilt in us, our
attitude is correct and appreciated by wise people, and then we need
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not worry about ill-founded criticism. Our understanding of both
constructive and destructive criticism is important for us to adjust our
way of life to live in any society. The Buddha says:'There is no one who is not blamed in this world'.

Dhammapada.
We can avoid disappointments by not having any expectations
for your service. If we expect nothing, than nothing can disappoint us.
We should perform some works for the benefit of others to relieve
suffering. If we can do that without expecting any kind of reward, then
we can have no cause for disappointment. We can be a contented
man! The happiness that appears in our mind for the good that you
have done is itself a big reward. That happiness creates immense
satisfaction in our life. By expecting reward, we not only miss your
happiness,

but

very

often

you

will

even

experience

bitter

disappointment.

Perhaps, an individual may be a person who is good by nature
and so he does not harm others. But nevertheless he gets blamed
despite having done good. Then we might ask, 'If good begets good
and bad begets bad, way should I have to suffer when I am completely
innocent?' Why should I have to undergo so many difficulties? Why
should I be troubled with so many disturbances? Why should I get
blamed by others despite my good work?'

The simple answer is that when you do some good deeds you
may unwittingly be going against many evil forces at work in this
universe. Those evil forces naturally interrupt good deeds. If not, it
could be that you are facing the evil effects of some past evil deed

(kamma) that is ripening at the present moment. By continuing your
good work with sound understanding, you will eventually be free from
such troubles.

Since you are the one who initially created the
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disappointments, it is reasonable that only you can overcome them by
realizing the true situation of our worldly life.

"By protecting others, you protect yourself. By protecting yourself, you
protect others."

Many

of

the

worldly

conditions

are

beyond

our

control.

Unexpected changes, diverse influences and uncertainties do occur to
disappoint us. That is why it is sometimes difficult to do well in such
changing circumstances. If people heed this advice of the Buddha,
everybody could Contribute Something for Their Mutual Protection.

Gratitude is a rare Virtue
The Buddha considered gratitude to be a great virtue. Yes, it is
true that this virtue is rare in any society. You cannot always expect
other people to be grateful to you for what you have done.

People are inclined to be forgetful especially when it comes to
remembering past favours. If people fail to show gratitude, you have
to

learn

to

accept them

as

such

-only

then

can

you

avoid

disappointment. You can be happy regardless of whether people are
grateful for your kindness and help; you need only think and feel
satisfied that you have done your noble duty as a human being to your
fellow men.

Compare not with others
You can rid yourself of unnecessary worry and trouble simple by
not comparing yourself with others. As long as you regard others as
your 'equal', 'superior' or 'inferior', you will have intolerance and
restlessness. If you do not adopt such an attitude, there is nothing for
you to worry about. If you think you are higher than others, you may
become proud. If you think you are second to none, others may
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descend on you. If you think you are inferior, you may lose your own
self-confidence.

For must people, it is very difficult to subdue their pride. It is
advisable to learn how to reduce one's pride. If you are able to
sacrifice your pride, then you can find your inner peace. You can
harmonize yourself with others so as to experience peace and
happiness. Which is more important -

to maintain your pride or

peace of mind?

Try to realize that equality, inferiority, and superiority are all
changing relative stares: you me be poor now but at another point of
time you may be rich. Today you may be ignorant, later however you
can become wise. Today you may be sick and unhappy but given time
you

will

probably

be healthy again.

However, there are many

intangible human qualities which are regarded as mankind's heritage human rights, human dignity, human status etc. Others have no right
to deprive you of them.

'If you are good to yourself. you are good to others. If you are good to

others, you are good to yourself'.

How to handle Trouble -makers
You have to realize that you might have contributed something,
either intentionally or unintentionally, for the troubles and problems
that now befall you. It is also important for you to know what you must
do to overcome your problems that have come to you through various
sources. If your understanding is deep enough to sublimate your
responsibility for having caused the existing problem, you will certainly
get the idea of how best to get rid of them.
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Those who oppose us also have a human heart. Therefore it is
not very difficult to accommodate them; develop their friendship
instead of isolating them. If we are strong enough to resist their wrong
attitude, then there is no reason to avoid associating with them.
Through our association with such people, we can influence them for
their own betterment. We should always remember that it is your own
understanding that protects you from your enemies and allows you to
guide them to become good.

If a man does something wrong to us through his ignorance or

misunderstanding, that is the most opportune time for us to show our
wisdom, our education and religious understanding. What is the use of
all our education and our religious knowledge if we have not learned
how to behave ourselves as a real gentleman particularly at a time of
trial? When others do wrong to us, we must regard their action as an
opportunity for us to develop your patience and sympathy.

Patience is one of the prime qualities which everyone must
cultivate. The more you practice such a virtue, the more you will be
able to maintain your dignity. You must know how to make good use of
your knowledge and principles to deal with people who are hostile to
you. Sooner or later, they will realize their folly and change their
hostile

attitude. Sometimes, people try to take advantage of your

tolerance and patience as sings of weakness. That is the time for you
to act wisely without becoming a victim to such cunning people.

'Virtues must be practiced wisely'.

Kindness, honesty and patience are fertile grounds for cunning

I

people to be mean on their intended victims possessing such generous
qualities.

I
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Forgive and Forget
To take revenge on trouble-makers is only to create more
problems and disturbances. We must realize that negative feelings and
hostile actions could only bring harm and suffering to both us and the
trouble-makers. In order to take retaliatory action, we have to harbour
intense hatred in our heart. This hatred is like a poison. Since the
poison is initially in us, surely it will harm us before it can harm anyone
else. Before we can throw a blazing iron at another, we get burned
first. Our action merely goes to show that there is no basic difference
between us and our opponent.

By hating others, we only give them power over us. You do not
solve our problem. If we become angry with a person who simply
smiles back at us, then we will feel defeated and miserable. Since he
did not co-operate with us to fulfill our wish, it is he who is victorious.
The Buddha teachers us how to live happily when we are faced with
disturbances. 'Ah happily do we live without hate amongst the hateful.
Amidst hateful men, we live without hate'.- Dhammapada.

We can live happily without fanning the fires of hatred. Perhaps
we may not be strong enough to extend compassionate love to our
enemies; but for the sake of our own health and happiness and that of
everybody else, we must at least learn how to forgive and forget.

By

nothing or crushing

our trouble-maker,

we act like a

gentleman. To act in this manner,we must understand that the other
person has been misled by anger, jealousy and ignorance. He is
therefore no different from all other human beings who have also at
one time or another been misled by the same negative states of mind.
The Buddha says:-
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'Evil-doers are not wicked by nature. They do evil because they are
ignorant'. Therefore they need guidance.

We should not curse them. It is not justifiable for us to say that
they should be condemned to everlasting suffering as it is still not too
late to correct them. We should try to explain to them in a very
convincing

way that they are in fact in the wrong.

With

this

understanding, you can treat the evil-doer as you would a patient who
is suffering from a sickness and in need of treatment. When the
sickness is cured the ex-patient and everyone else will be well and
happy. The ignorant must be guided

by the wise.

'Good life is inspired by love and guided by knowledge'.

If a man does something wrong to you out of ignorance or

misunderstanding, then that is the time to radiate your compassionate
love towards the evil-doer. One day, he will realize his folly and relent
on his evil habits. So it is better to give him a chance to be good.
Repentance of his past misdeeds will change him into a better person
and in the end he will truly appreciate your kind thoughts. The most
compassionate Buddha's advice is:

'Hatred does not cease by hatred; by love alone it cease. This is an
eternal law'.

If we can radiate compassionate love, no harm will come to us.
This will help us to achieve both physical and mental health. Life has
its own rhythm.

When we lose on the swing, we gain on the

roundabout. Those who do not understand this principle often get into
trouble and face difficulties in life.
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If a man does something wrong to us again and again, he must

act wisely.

Although it is not so easy to do that,

we should

nevertheless try our best to follow the example set by the Buddha.
Then we will come to know that it is after all not impossible. The
attitude of the Buddha in such a situation could be summarized thus:'The more evil that comes to me, the more good will radiate from me.'

Some people think that it is not practicable to return good for
evil. We should try it and see for ourself. If we find it too difficult to
return good for evil, then we can still do a great service to ourself and
to others by not returning evil for evil.

'Sympathetic consideration is needed for less-understanding people
who make mistakes'.

We are all Human
All human beings have weaknesses and are therefore prone to
making mistakes. All human beings have desire, anger and ignorance.
These weaknesses prevail in all of us in varying degrees. Unless we are
perfect or an Arahant, no exception is recommended. The nature of the
human mind shows itself in the following saying:-

'Man is not satisfied with his life and never finds the purpose of life
even after gaining the whole world'.

Let us take a closer look at a man who is enveloped in ignorance.
His mind is clouded by disturbances, confusion and darkness. Out of
ignorance, man creates misfortunes and he shares this with his fellow
men. Most of the worry and misery that come to man are due to
changing

worldly conditions and

man's own craving

pleasure

which

mind

to

his

selfish
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should

for worldly

continue

forever.

Disappointment and unfulfilled desires which arise from unexpected
changes create worry. Therefore we are responsible for our worry.

Nobody is perfect in this world; everybody is liable some time to
commit certain mistakes or evil action. So how can we think that we
are free from mistakes or evil? Ignorance is the main cause for
nurturing the impulse of craving which in turn generates worry.

'Fear and worry disappear when ignorance is dispelled by knowledge'.

If we can understand the weaknesses present in a man's mind in

this way, then three should be on reason for us to grumble over our
problems. We will have the courage to face them. Man's mind is
responsible for both his happiness and unhappiness.

'Nothing happens to man that is not contained within man.'

Parental Responsibility
We are responsible for the well-being and up-bringing of our
children. If the child grows up to be a strong, healthy and useful
citizen, it is the result of our efforts. If the child grows up to be a
delinquent, it is we who must bear the responsibility. Blame should not
be given to other. As parents, it is our bounden duty to guide our child
on a proper path. Although there are a few incorrigible cases of
Juvenile delinquency, nevertheless as parents, we are responsible for
the behaviour of our children.

A child at its most impressionable age needs the love, care
affection and attention of the parents. Without parental love and
guidance, the child will be emotionally handicapped and will find the
world a bewildering place to live in. Showering parental love does not
mean pandering to all the demands of the child, reasonable or
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otherwise. Too much pampering would in fact spoil the child. The
mother in bestowing her love and care should also be strict and firm
but not harsh, in handling the affairs of a child. We must show our love
with a disciplined hand -the child will understand.

Unfortunately, all too often parental love in our present day
society is sadly lacking. The rush for material advancement, and the
rising aspiration for equality of the sexes, has resulted in many
mothers joining their husbands in the retrace. Mothers struggle to
maintain their family image or status symbol by working in offices and
shops, rather than being at home tendering to the needs of their offspring.

Children who are left to the care of relatives or paid servants, as
well as 'latch key' children who are left to their own devices at home,
are often deprived of motherly love and care. The mother, feeling
guilty about her lack of attention, would try to placate the child by
giving in to all sorts of demands of the child. Such action only spoils
the child. Providing the child with sophisticated modern toys that are
detrimental to character formation such as tanks, machine guns,
pistols, swords and the like are psychologically unwholesome. The child
is unwittingly being taught to condone destruction instead of being
taught to be kind, compassionate and helpful. Such a child will develop
brutal tendencies as they grow up. Giving a child such toys is no
substitute for a mother's love and affection.

Parents are often placed in a dilemma. Rushing home from a
hard day's work the parents have family chores waiting upon item.
When the day's work is done, it would be time for dinner followed by
T.V., and whatever time there is left, is hardly enough to attend to a
child's rightful dues of parental love and affection.
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With the call of woman's liberation, many women seem to think that
the solutions are to compete with men outside the home. Such women
should

consider very

carefully

whether to

bear

children.

It

is

irresponsible for a mother to bring a life into this world and then
'abandon' it. You are responsible for what you create.

A child

has a right to

be

satisfied

materially,

but more

importantly spiritually and psychologically. The provision of material
comfort is secondary compared to the provision of parental love and
attention. We know of many people from poor homes who have with
their meager income, brought up children well with plenty of love.
Conversely, many rich people have provided every material comfort for
their children, but being deprived of parental love, those children have
grown up to become psychologically handicapped.

Some women may feel that advising them to concentrate on the
upbringing of the family is something degrading and reflects the
thinking of the old and the conservative. It is true that in the past
woman have been treated very badly, but this was due more to
ignorance on the part of men than to an inherent weakness in women.
The Sanskrit word for a house wife is 'Grihini' which literally means
'leader of the house'. Certainly it does not imply that a woman is
inferior. Rather it means a division of responsibility for the male and
the female.

In certain countries, many husbands hand over their pay packet
to their wives who handle domestic affairs. This leaves the man free
man free to concentrate on what he can do best. Since each partner
knows clearly what his or her responsibilities are, there is no conflict
between them. The atmosphere at home is happy and peaceful where
their children can grow up well.
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Of course, the husband must see to it that his partner is well
cared for, that she is consulted on every family decision, that there is
enough freedom for her to develop her own personality and that she
has her own free time to pursue her personal interests. In this sense,
husband and wile are equally responsible for the welfare of their
family. They are not in competition with each other.

A mother should consider carefully whether she should continue
as a working mother with all the attendant pitfalls or as a housewife
gives all her due affection and care to her growing child. Strangely,
some modern mothers, particularly in certain countries with military
regimes facing a shortage of manpower, are being trained to handle
guns or other deadly weapons when they should be cuddling their
children and training them to be good or law abiding citizens.

The modern attitude of working mothers to wards their children
tends to erode the time honoured filial piety which children are
expected to uphold. The replacement of breast-feeding by bottle
feeding is yet another cause. Hitherto, when mothers used to breastfeed and cuddle babies in their arms, the tender affection between
mother and child becomes much greater. A breast feeding mother,
through

her

maternal

instinct,

often

experiences

a tremendous

satisfaction from knowing she is providing the baby, as nature has
intended, with something of her very own which no one else can give.
The influence a mother has on the child thus grows and becomes much
more

pronounced.

Under such

circumstance,

filial

piety,

family

cohesion and obedience are invariably present.

These traditional traits are for the good and the well-being of
children. It is up to the parents, especially the mother to provide them
with love, care and affection as their rightful dues. The mother is
responsible for the child being good or wayward. The mother can thus
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reduce juvenile delinquency! At the highest level of thinking, you can
see things as they are, not as you are. Then you know that you are
responsible for everything.

'Those who lead their lives by going against nature, must face the
consequences either physically or mentally'.

How to reduce your Mental Agony
Whenever certain difficulties and problems arise, we should
make up our mind to reduce our mental agony. First, we must try to
understand the nature of the world where we live. We can never
expect everything in this world to be perfect and to run smoothly. The
world situation may not always be in our favour. There could be no
world and no life without problems. Natural forces like sunlight, rain,
wind and moonlight are favorable and useful to many, yet at times
they could be a nuisance to many others. There is in fact nothing
perfectly bad or perfectly good in this world because the very things
that are welcomed by one group could be hated by another group.
Therefore, we define good and bad according to our needs. Things are
neither good nor bad by nature. According to Buddhism, there is no
conflict in this world in the true sense of the term.

If we have strong selfish carvings for existence and the senses,

we will have to pay the price - the mental agony of having to survive
with a topsy-turvy view of the world. Wishful thinking, yearnings for
enmity and clinging to feelings such as the elusive 'I' or 'me' only wrap
the mind and its sense of time. Unfulfilled desires yield their crop of
quarrels, friction, communication failures, fear, worry, loneliness and
anxiety. There are no free rides.

If we are desirous of eradicating the mental agony within us, we

have to subdue selfish cravings. Life's journey has a T-junction. Either
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we take the right path and develop our spirituality to unwind the
tensions of worldly life or we continue to indulge in sensual pleasures
with their many attendant confrontations.

One way to relieve ourself of our occasional mental agony is to
understand the degree of our own sufferings and difficulties compared
with those experienced by others. When we are unhappy, we often feel
that the world is against you. We sincerely feel that everything around
us is about to collapse. We feel that the end of the road is near.
However, if we take a mental note of things around us and count our
blessings, surprisingly, we will find that we are indeed much better off
than many other people.

We might have probably heard the saying, "I complained I had
no shoes until I met a man who had no feet'. In short, we have been
unduly exaggerating our own difficulties and problems. Others in fact
worse off, and yet they do not worry themselves unduly. Problems are
there. We should try to solve them instead of worrying and creating
mental anguish within us. The Chinese have a practical saying about
solving problems:-

'If you have a big problem, try to reduce it to a small problem. If you

have a small problem, try to reduce it to no problem'.

Another way to reduce our problems is to recapitulate what we
have gone through before, under similar or even worse circumstances;
and how we have, through our own patience, initiative and effort, been
able to surmount our then seemingly insurmountable difficulties. By
doing so, we will not permit our existing problems to 'drown us'. On
the contrary, by seeing life in a new perspective we will be able to
solve whatever problems that we may now face.
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We should realize that we have gone through much worse
situations before and that we are prepared to face them squarely. With
this frame of mind, we will soon regain our self-confidence and be in a
better position to solve whatever problems that will be in store for us.

If there is any difficult in facing a problem, there must surely be
a remedy to overcome it. So why sorry? On the other hand, even if
there is no solution for our problem, again why worry because our
worry cannot contribute anything to settle our problem.

All are not equally good
Occasionally, there are complaints from people who have never
caused or given any trouble to other people and yet they become
innocent victim of the wiles and intrigues of others. They feel
frustrated despite the good lives they have lived.

They feel that they have been harmed through no fault of their
own. Under such circumstances, the innocent victim must realize that
the world is made up of all sorts of people - the good and the not so
good, the bad and the not so bad, with all the unusual characters that
go to make up this world of ours. The innocent victim may console
himself that he belongs to the good category whereas the disturber of
the peace belongs to the bad, and that on certain occasions, he will
still have to bear patiently the misdeeds of those belonging to the bad.

We take for instance the case of a 'good and careful driver' and a

'bad and reckless driver'. The good and careful driver took every
precaution to drive carefully but nevertheless he met with an accident,
through no fault of his own - the fault being that of a bad and reckless
driver. Thus as we can see the good may have no suffer, despite their
goodness, because there are bad and reckless people around us. The
world is neither good nor bad. It produces criminals as well as saints,
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fools and enlightened ones. Out of the same clay, beautiful and ugly,
useful and even useless things can be made. The quality of good
pottery depends on the potter and not on the clay. The potter is in fact
an individual who can regulate his own happiness or unhappiness with
his own hands.

If we try your level best to overcome our difficulties by practicing

the advice given in this booklet, we will definitely find peace, happiness
and harmony which we are seeking. We should follow principles which
have been tested and proven as outlined in this booklet for our
protection.

How to Practise Buddhism
Buddhism as practiced in this country has taken on many forms
each depending on whether the adherents are descendants of the
original settlers who come from China, Thailand, Burma or Sri Lanka.
However, there are also many Malaysians who simply call themselves
'Buddhists' and practice some form of rituals which they learnt from
their forefathers in the name of this religion. The original migrants who
came to this country were for the most part uneducated adventures.
They came only in search of material wealth and certainly not as
Buddhist

missionaries.

Although

they

respected

education

they

themselves were not very well versed in the basic teachings of
Buddhism nor in its correct practice. What these early immigrants had
handed down to their descendants is therefore not a deeply understood
form of Buddhism but a few rituals which they themselves had picked
up before they left their homelands. In fact, certain practices which
their descendants now carry out in this country are no longer practiced
even in their motherland today. So it could be said truthfully that a
large proportion of Malaysians today are not aware of the significance
of what they practice, whether it be Buddhism or some other forms of
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synergetic traditional and religious rituals which they conscientiously
carry on out of respect for their ancestors.

Today we have in our midst Theravada, Mahayana and Vajrayana
Buddhists who follow Chinese, Thai, Burmese, Sri Lankan, Tibetan,
Japanese and Indian tradition. There are even some who have adopted
'Western Buddhism'. Some of their beliefs and practices have been
mixed up through the inclusion of various other beliefs and practices
which are quite alien to the sprite of the original. Teachings but which
have nevertheless been accepted for the sake of tolerance. As a result
has arisen some confusion among concerned Buddhists as to which is
the correct method to follow in the practice of Buddhism. Some claim
that what they alone preach is right and that everyone else is wrong. It
would appear that Buddhists are at the crossroads today and are much
in need of guidance to 'Walk the Buddha Way.' Change is a natural
phenomenon. The tolerance in Buddhism has give rise to many
traditional practices and we have to accept that fact. The Buddha in
fact did not introduce the rituals and ceremonies which we are
conducting to day, nor did he for that matter encourage people to
follow some age-old Indian traditions that were prevalent in India
during his time. He was concerned only with preaching the Dharma the righteous way of life or the facts of life. After his passing away, his
followers in different countries and at different times adopted their own
local traditions and cultures into religion as Buddhism

grew in

popularity and developed in those countries. Naturally, we should not
take all these traditional practices as being the Dharma originally
taught by the Buddha. What we only need to know is the truth as
taught by the Buddha. Through our sustained effort to spread the true
teachings, we will help eradicate or at last reduce the misguided rituals
that are being car ride out now in the name of Buddhism. To do this
we must study the original teachings and decide for our selves as to
what is right or wrong.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DHARMA

The Dharma is a very significant word used by the Buddha in his
religious discourses. From the Buddhist point of view 'religion' is a very
different concept from that defined by other religious groups. The
Dharma is the path or method taught by the Buddha for us to follow in

order to maintain our human dignity and intelligence to lead a noble or
righteous way of life. We are free to interpret the Dharma according to
our own understanding; there are no obligatory rituals which we must
practise in order to call ourselves Buddhists. Religion on the other hand
implies dependence on an external source for spiritual development,
salvation through prayer, strictly rituals and so on.

Buddhism teaches us that there are four unfortunate states of
existence which result from the way living beings have conducted in
their past lives. Those who violate the Dharma or universal law will be
reborn in one of those unfortunate states namely, hell, the animal
kingdom, the spirit world and the ghost world. Such states are not
located in any particular geographical area but exit anywhere in the
universe which can be inhabited by living beings. Those who uphold
the Dharma will never be reborn in any of these unfortunate states.
When we live according to the principles of the Dharma, we are in fact
living as 'good Buddhists practicing Buddhism. It is therefore of the
utmost importance that we should know our own circumstances and
live in accordance with the Dharma as taught by the Buddha. To be a
Buddhist one must have full confidence in the Buddha, Dharma and the
Sangha (Triple Gem) and we must also have an understanding of the

significance of the Triple Gem. Only then could blessing, protection and
guidance be gained. Without such knowledge and understanding,
whatever a person does in the name of Buddhism will not bring him
the desired results.
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We are subject to being born over and over again according to
the karma we create. One may want to know what karma is. It can be
explained in the simplest language to do good and good will come to
him now and hereafter; we should do bad and bad will come to us now
and hereafter, within the cycle of birth and death. The condition of this
world is that we must constantly strive for our survival. Because we
believe in a false 'ego' of 'self', we tend to harbour within ourselves
negative qualities like anger, jealousy, greed and enmity. We believe
that our survival can only be assured if we destroy everyone else
whom we perceive as a source of danger to us -thus we believe in the
'survival of the fittest.' We worry and cry unnecessarily for many
desired but unattainable things. We also tend to live to enjoy life by
lying, swindling or cheating our fellow human beings and by disturbing
the peace of others. We thus commit more evil than good deeds. Our
belief in a permanent self leads us to seek self protection at the
expense of others. That is why; we are very prone to do evil deeds.
This will result in our continued existence in different forms determined
by our respective good are bad deeds. The Dharma as taught by the
Buddha guides us to avoid evil deeds and to maintain our fortunate
human existence with which we have been blessed. This means our
rebirth can take place in any one of the fortunate states such as the
realms of human beings or devas. By understanding Universal Law,
Natural phenomena or Dharma, we have to cultivate human values
and to harmonize ourselves with other living in this way. We will
become cultured and caring persons. We also can be assured that after
our deaths we will be able to avoid being reborn into any of the
unfortunate states.

In Buddhism the ultimate aim is not merely to be born in a place
to gain worldly pleasure. As long as we continue to do well, we will
bear in happy planes of existence, but even these states are not
satisfactory. They are to be regarded as being only temporary; for
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when the store of good karma we have built up becomes exhausted we
will die and be reborn according to whatever residual karma is left. So
good Buddhists are not merely satisfied with worldly life; they strive to
purify the mind and develop wisdom (panna). Only in this way will we
finally be able to attain Nirvana-where there is no more rebirths, no
more karma and no more un satisfactoriness. By cultivating a spiritual
way of life we will able to see an end to all our physical and mental
suffering. This should be our ultimate aim or final goal in life. Today,
we are struggling from our suffering. Since we are doing it in a wrong
way, very few can understand that it is a losing battle. If we really
want to get rid of our suffering forever, then we will have to discover
the correct method: the method which the Buddha clearly defined in
the Dharma.

FOUNDATIONS OF BUDDHISM

(Sila, Samadhi, Panna)
The Dharma taught by the Buddha shows us the correct path.
This path or method is classified into three stages. They are Sila
(Morality), Samadhi (Mental culture or stillness) and Panna (Wisdom).
They are the three basic principles or three pillars of Buddhism, which
can be developed over many lifetimes with diligence, and which will
lead us to ultimate peace. Let us first speak of sila or moral
development through discipline. We must learn how to live as harmless
and gentle human beings. In simple language we must know how to
live without disturbing the peace and good will of others. If we are able
to do this it will indeed be a great achievement. Discipline, good
conduct, precepts and morals are all synonymous with this word

'sila'. This is the foundation on which to start a religious way of life. If
a house is built without laying a proper foundation, it will be very
unstable. Modern man has learnt the hard way how important it is to
live in 'sila'. It means respecting the right of others to exist. If we
believe that the world was created solely for our own benefit, then we
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will take from it whatever we want indiscriminately; without caring
about what happens to other living beings and the environment like
plants, rivers, the atmosphere and so on. In the end, as a result of
major ecological imbalances of nature created by us in our modern
way of life, we will be destroying ourselves. A good Buddhist on the
other hand has a deep respect and concern for the well being of every
other being. This is si/a. But sila along is not enough as we also need
to develop Samadhi and Panna which will

be explained in the

paragraphs that follow.

THE MIND

After having

cultivated

our

moral

conduct,

we

have

to

concentrate on training our mind. Humans are the only living beings in
this universe capable of cultivating their minds up to the maximum
limit to attain enlightenment or the ultimate wisdom. It is extremely
difficult for living beings other than humans to develop their minds up
to that level. That is why a person who aspires

to become a Buddha

must be a human being. Even the devas cannot become Buddhas
without first becoming humans. The reason is that they can only
passively enjoy their past good karma-only human beings can actively
create new, fresh good karma and make the effort to totally purify the
mind through meditation.

As human beings we have great latent potential in our minds,
but such potential is eclipsed by our anger, delusion, ignorance,
craving, selfishness and many other defilements. We much realize that
with the passing of every second we are wasting and misusing our
mental energy on unnecessary pursuits. We just do not know how to
harness our vast mental energy for a useful and good purpose. The
Buddha showed us how to harness that vast storehouse of mental
energy and use it for our liberation from misery. In his fine Sakyamuni
sacrificed his life and kingdom and underwent severe suffering until he
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finally liberated the mind and gained supreme enlightenment. He has
assured us that with mental development and purity, we too can follow
his footsteps and experience the ultimate happiness.

It should be kept in mind that the amount of mental energy we

are using through our five senses are imagery. So much mental energy
is needlessly wasted through our six channels in useless imagination,
temptations and frustration. The Buddha has introduced one proven
method for us to harness this vast mental energy and it is called
'Meditation'. Meditation means harnessing our mental energy through
concentration and from there we go on training and taming the mind.
It is not possible to cultivate the mind simply by faithfully praying and

worshipping any god, or by performing various rituals and ceremonies.
We

can

never

hope

to

gain

knowledge,

wisdom,

purity

or

enlightenment through performing ritualistic practices or prayers. The
Buddha says in the 'Sati Patthana Sutta 'that meditation is the only
path or only method that we can use to gain purity and enlightenment.
'

Here we must not confuse Buddhism and Meditation. Buddhism is the
total practice of the Teaching of the Buddha manifested through
various popular cultures; while Meditation is the specific method
developed to rid the mind of impurities. Once a person has practised
discipline through sila and achieved control of the body, then the mind
is ready to be developed through Meditation. It is the only way for our
final release from this existence. Here the Buddha is talking about
concentration for mental training and purity for gaining final salvation.
Since our minds are polluted, this method helps us to red ourselves of
our worries, miseries and mental disturbances. We may go here and
there worshipping various gods and goddesses with the hope of getting
rid of your worries and problem. But unless and until you train your
own mind to develop a true understanding of the nature of existence,
as well as realizing who we really are, we can never gain real relief
from such miseries and worries. Meditation is the way whereby we can
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attain the four levels of sainthood namely, Sotapanna, Sakadagami,

Anagami and Arahat which lead one to experience Nibbanic bliss. Only
when we understand the Dharma taught by the Buddha and realize
what we are in fact doing in the name of Buddhism, can we
differentiate between action which fail to lead us to real happiness and
those which we call ' skilful action,' which positively help liberate us
from misery and ignorance

HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Another important thing to remember is the understanding of our
own character. We should know that the types of behavior which we
had developed during our previous births do influence the moulding of
our habits within this lifetime. That is why we all have different
individual characteristics and attitudes. Even children from the same
parents each have different mentalities, characteristics, inclinations
and behaviour. These could be regarded as manifestations of their
particular mental habits developed over a series of different lifetimes.
Whilst one child may be criminal-minded, the second could be very
pious and religious, the third very intelligent, the fourth stupid, the
fifth very honest, the sixth very cunning and so on. These are the
manifestations of their own mental habits. In our storehouse of
consciousness, we too maintain such mental habits as we pass from
one life to another. Consciousness is a very dynamic mental faculty. All
the five senses (seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and touching) bring
object from the outside to influence the mind and create mental
objects.

The other three mental faculties

recollection

and

good

or

evil

mental

relating
habits

to

sensation,

also

constitute

consciousness. When we die, our consciousness leaves the body and
joins with four elements and cosmic energies, to create another
existence. These four elements are: solidity, fluidity, heat and motion.
This is how beings appear and reappear again and again. Now, in order
to ensure that we have desirable mental attitudes in the future we
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must make an earnest endeavour to develop good mental attitudes
now, in our present life. Once the process of mental purification is
begun and carefully nurtured it can be carried on into future lives for
further development. So the mental training for gaining mental purity
is the second stage necessary for leading a pure religious way of life as
a Buddhist. This is called Samadhi.

DIFFERENT CHARACTERS
Buddhism makes us understand our own character. Hence, if we
can understand our own and recognize our own weaknesses then we
can easily train it. This is the only way to gain peace and happiness.
The Buddha taught us how to analyze our mind so that we can
understand where our defilements lie and why disturbances arise to
pollute the mind. The Buddha was such a practical teacher that he just
did not stop there. He went on to the next stage and showed us how to
change that mental attitude. If our minds are conditioned to be hottempered, selfish, greedy, jealous and cruel the Buddha taught us
different methods to train such minds. He said that 'mind is the
forerunner of all mental state.' Whatever we do, it all begins in the
mind. This reminds us of the well known principle embodied in the
preamble to the UNESCO Charter on Human Rights which states:
'Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that
the defenses of peace can be constructed.' So if we stop evil thoughts
from arising in the mind we well are capable of only doing well. This is
the way to practice Buddhism. But many people have generally tended
to ignore all the important aspects of the Buddha's teaching and have
instead concentrated more on the ritualistic aspect, thereby looking for
an easy way out of suffering. In Buddhism we cannot gain salvation by
simply pleasing or praising the gods without training the mind.

The third and last stage is Panna which means supreme wisdom.
Wisdom here is not simply academic or scientific knowledge. We can
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1

gather vast book knowledge through learning but that is itself dose not
bring wisdom.

Wisdom cannot appear in the

mind

as long

as

selfishness, hatred and delusion predominate. It is only when these
mental hindrances are completely erased from the mind and replaced
with mental development that real wisdom will appear. Wisdom is like
brightness.

When

brightness

appears

darkness

disappears;

one

displaces the other. Occasionally, the evil forces which are latent in our
mind do flare up according to the intensity of our temptation and
irritation at any given moment. When anger flares up, we show our
ugly face. Hidden evil forces in the mind can thus emerge to change
and cloud our mental attitude. Even a man who has lived a religious
life for a long period can still get into that horrible state of mind. If the
mind has not been trained properly and if the impure states have not
been completely uprooted, an individual will not receive the light of
wisdom or enlightenment or panna.
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